Hire with Confidence.
Retain Top Talent.
Project Ares Supports Human Resources’ Cyber
Candidate Selection and Retention

In the face of today’s growing cyber security skills shortage, HR
professionals are challenged to retain top talent in their companies
and agencies and better assess cyber aptitude in prospective
candidates.
You can enhance the screening, hiring, and retention process with
Project AresÒ, a skills and competencies assessment tool that can
engage candidates and seasoned professionals alike.
Project Ares, by Circadence, is an immersive cyber learning platform,
available 24/7 and running on by Microsoft Azure.

With Project Ares, HR professionals can:

• Evaluate candidate skills in real-time against resume credentials.
• Assess cyber security competencies against other candidates and co-workers.
• Examine candidate’s strategic approach to problem-solving and task completion.
• Identify strengths in cyber technique, tactics, and procedures.
• Find, test and nurture qualified applicants.
• Retain top talent through robust professional skills development efforts.

Putting Project Ares to Work for Human Resources

To assess new talent for hire and measure the aptitude and proficiency of current team members for
advancement (e.g. pay increases, bonuses, certifications, promotions), human resources
professionals can leverage Project Ares to understand the intricacies of the job to be filled.
Specific Project Ares activities that can aid HR include:
•

•

•

Mini-games provide an overview of the cyber industry and its work roles. This can help
recruiters categorize staff in one of the five core cyber security work areas and uncover gaps
across the security team
Battle Rooms are hands-on-keyboard access to a real cyber range where users complete a
series of focused tasks. These can help HR assess specific cyber security skills I prospective
new hires. For professional development, users can become certified through Project Ares
for work roles that align with the NICE security framework.
Missions are also live cyber range environments, that can test individuals or teams to do a
job that requires multiple sets of knowledge. Missions are environments used for learning
and assessing the practical application of knowledge, skills, and abilities in order to solve a
given cyber security problem set.

Project Ares provides skills
and exercise assessment
reports to Human Resource
professionals to help them
evaluate their strengths and
identify room for growth both
for new job candidates and
with existing staff.

WANT TO LEARN MORE?
Visit https://circadence.com/products/project-ares/ and contact info@circadence.com
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